County and State Ag Statistics -

How to get the most recent information from the Internet!

After this book is printed, use our Internet site to find:

> Statistics in this book that have been revised.
> Data published for more recent years.

You may want to use these statistics in your own analyses on a computer. The NASS Internet site allows downloading of these data in various electronic formats.

Charts and maps are also available on the Internet for Pennsylvania and the Nation.

Try these Internet services at [www.usda.gov/nass/](http://www.usda.gov/nass/)

1) “QuickSTATS” icon offers the most up-to-date annual State statistics for major commodities including crop forecasts during the growing season. County annual statistics are available for selected commodities.

2) “NASS State Office Websites” takes you to the Pennsylvania site where the new issue of this book is available as each page is approved for release beginning in April. Pennsylvania “Charts & Graphs” are also available as PowerPoint files.

3) “Census of Agriculture” offers the most complete statistical picture of agriculture with all agricultural products published at the state and county level. A variety of special products are also available.
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